High-resolution, high-throughput microscopy analyses of nuclear receptor and coregulator function.
Steroid nuclear receptors are ligand-dependent transcription factors that have been studied since the early 1960s by principally biochemical and reporter assay approaches. From these studies an elegant and complex model of nuclear receptor transcription regulation has been developed. Inherent to both biochemical and reporter assay approaches is the generation of averaged responses and it is not generally considered that individual cells could exhibit quite varied responses. In some cases, recent microscopic single-cell analyses provide markedly different responses relative to traditional approaches based on population averaging and underscore the need to continue refinement of the current model of nuclear receptor-regulated transcription. While single-cell analyses of nuclear receptor action have been hindered by the predominantly qualitative nature of the approach, high-throughput microscopy is now available to resolve this issue. This chapter demonstrates the utility of high-throughput microscopic analyses of nuclear receptor and nuclear receptor coregulator function. The ability of high-throughput microscopy to generate physiologically appropriate test populations by filtering based on morphological and protein of interest expression criteria is demonstrated. High-resolution, high-throughput microscopy is illustrated that provides quantitative subcellular information for both androgen and estrogen receptors. Efforts are ongoing to develop model systems that provide additional multiplex data and with refined image analyses to achieve true high-content imaging screens.